
 

       REQUIRED DOCUMENTS FOR REGISTRATION 

 

1- The “Equivalency Document” obtained from the Turkish Embassy, Turkish Consulate or Provincial 

National Education Directorates, that indicates the applicant’s high school diploma is equivalent to the 

diplomas obtained from Turkish high schools. 

 

2- The original of the high school diploma or temporary graduation certificate, and its Turkish translation 

approved by the notary public or Turkish Foreign Representatives (No need for translation if it is in 

English) 

 

3- The original of the TR-YÖS Exam Result Document, which is valid for the candidate's registration to 

the programs of academic units. 

 

4- The original and photocopy of the pages of the passport showing the identification information and 

validity period and the Turkish translation approved by the notary public or Turkish Foreign 

Representatives (No need for translation if it is in English) 

 

5- The document of residency (It has to be given within one month after registration).  

 

6- The original and photocopy of the bank receipt showing that the tuition fee has been paid. 

 

7- Financial assurance declaration form with signature showing that the applicant has the financial 

assurance to cover his/her higher education and living in our country. (This form will be obtained from 

our university.) 

 

8- Visa, visa exemption or residence permit with a validity of at least 60 days or more. 

 

9- Six 4.5 x 6 cm passport photos (taken within the last six months, from the front view, barefaced ensuring 

that the candidate is easily recognizable) 

 

10- For registration, candidates must obtain a committee report from a full-fledged official hospital, 

certifying that the canditates do not have any physical, mental or physical disability that will 

prevent them from carrying out this profession at international standards. 

 

11- Certificate of identity register copy from those, holding dual citizenship, who hold citizenship of other 

countries by birth and have gained the citizenship of the Republic of Turkey. 

 

12- International students who have entered or will enter our country must have obtained the Social 

Security Institution General Health Insurance (GSS) during registration; they must add their GSS 

documents to their registration and residence application files and submit them to the officers 

responsible for registration. 

 

13- Language Proficiency Levels of the students placed in the programs within the academic units of our 

university are subject to University of Health Sciences Foreign Languages and Turkish Language 

Preparatory Class Education and Examination Directive Regulations, and the following terms and 

conditions apply. 

 

a)   Those who are eligible to be placed in the programs with the TR-YÖS2023 or TR-YÖS2024 exam, 

and those who score 60 out of 100 or above grades in the Language Proficiency Exam (YDYS) for 

English and at C1 Turkish proficiency level, are exempt from the compulsory Foreign Language and 

Turkish Preparatory Program. 



b)   Those who score 60 for the English language in the national exams conducted by the Student 

Selection and Replacement Center(ÖSYM) and those who score at C1 Turkish proficiency level, or 

those who get the score determined by the University Senate in the international exams whose 

equivalence is accepted by ÖSYM are exempt from compulsory Foreign Language and Turkish 

Preparatory Program. 

 

 

14- Applications of those who make false statements, submit falsified, forged, incomplete and incorrect 

documents during the preference application, placement and registration process will be rejected. 

If the registrations of these candidates have been made, their registration will be canceled 

regardless of the semester they are studying. The necessary legal proceedings are initiated for those 

whose activities constitute crime. 

 

 

 

              

 

 

 


